Item 10 – Turakina Public Toilets
Questions from the Chair:
-

What are the current costs of servicing the toilets at the Turakina Service Station?
Council pay an annual grant of $3,000 (GST exclusive) to the Turakina Service Station.

-

What is an approximate cost of servicing a dry vault toilet?
The cost of servicing is dependent on usage. One of Councils existing dry vault toilets is
cleaned once per week and the cost for cleaning, consumables and 1x septic tank empty is
approximately $2000 per annum; twice weekly clean is approximately $3200, and seven
days per week is approximately $7000 per annum (these costings are all for one dry-vault
toilet).

Item 11 - Intermediaries
From time to time, an individual resident or business is dissatisfied with how Council has addressed
an issue which they have raised, even though Council considers that the actions taken are reasonable
and fair. While such people have a right to request the Ombudsman to investigate the matter, that
may be seen as evading the issue and will certainly take time.
An alternative mechanism is to invite the chairs of the Community Boards and Community Committees
to act as intermediaries. Such people are more distant from Council than the Mayor and Councillors
which means governance-management boundaries are less of an issue. Their role would be to listen
to both sides of the story and convey their view. It would not be binding, but it could help increase
mutual understanding by both parties.
At its 25 June 2020 meeting, Council endorsed this principle, and invite Chairs of each Community
Board and Community Committee to be intermediaries to assess whether Council has been
reasonable in fair in responding to a particular issue from a resident or business within the District,
and (if the chairs agree) setting that within a broader complaints policy to be considered by the
Policy/Planning Committee.
Recommendation:
That, the Chair of Turakina Community Committee [agrees /does not agree] to be an Intermediary on
behalf of Council and the Community.

